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measures. The findings support the position that the incidence of
reading difficulties in the united States may be attributa.ple to a
failure tg provide adequate instructions. The findings suggest that
adequate instructions, perhaps in the form.of a model -of teaching,
may be one way of reducing reading difficulties in the United States.
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Children in the United States apparently hav

problems than children in Japan. Glison a d Levin (6)
,

States

ore reading,

estimated

that at least 15 percent of the children in the United States

have reading problems. Makita 7) reported the incidence of

reading difficultieS to be'abeut 0 &:11ercent of the school popu

lotion of Japan. A joint,Study was conducted- by researchers-in-

Japan and the United States, to identify peSsible causes for tt e

differences in the repeited incidences. of reading difficulties.

-
i willThe find-g0s 11 be

/
described ,. in this paper.

There are selieral. possIble sources of reading problems.
s: .v-

-
,

Among the causes of "dyslek b Vern 2) are neurolo,



s. A,

cal iMpairment, maturational lag, of the cerebra: Cortex, and

reditary factors. Robeck-and Wilson (9) .attribute reading

lems to; (a) slowness in mental functiohing, (b) emotional

upset Or instability, (c) impoveished language background, nod
,-

(d) specific skill deficits in such .areas as auditory-'discrimi-
.

.nation, ylsual differentiation,.word analysis, and sequencing.

Furukawa and -Sunshine -(4) found that there waS,a substantial

correlation between cognitive prbcessing capacity (CPC)(2) and

comprehenslon = .43) and CPC and vocabulary (r = .50) on the

iowa.Teat asic Skills. They also found a substantial corre-

.lation. 71 .51) between Furukawa's letter discrimination cone

ce:pts test and CPC. Samuels,(11) stated that-the "adequacy

instructions" may be a cause of reading problems.. One of his

concerns appeared td -be the sequencink; of the steps in learning

to read--from simple to-complex as in Cagng's (5) classes of:

beha ior

Sakamoto (10) said that begfnning reading probably does not

pbse.a problem in Japan.because:, (a) hiraldanA,'the Japanese

isyliabary,- is easy td learn -since there is a sound-symbol corres-

pondence; .(b) parental concern, especially the mother s, is

shoWn over the development.ofyreading by the'children; ..and (c),

publications for preschool children are numerous and of excellent

quality. Saka_ to's inferences are supported by Makita (7) at-.

least on he- point of symbol differences favoring the:Japanese

script. Mur.aishi (8) appeared to disagree on the influence that

.parents have on the children.but inferred; instead, that children

may acquire let ers themselves because of a social environMent

-that encourages such learning. He did bay, however, that language

1,)



lhastenea through preschool education.

Ile the analysis of the possible aources of,reading

problems and reasons for the cross-catrnal differences in the

incidence of reading problems suggested many possible research

areas, this study selected ,the following questions for investi-

gation.

(1) Is tbete a difference in CPC test scores

(2y- Is.theie a difference in the rates

and Japanese students master l'etter/hiragana

referred /to jointly hereafter as lettert)?

at which American,

knowledge -(t- be

is;there a: difference in readiness tolearn fetters 'as

measttred by F4rukawa's test Of lerter-di6crimination concepts/

(4) 16 there a difference the knowledge of number

coPts and principles as measured-by Furukawes number.cancepts

and principles test?

-Since differences are to be expected based on the available

a, a:fifth question was asked: Can the difference in...letter

knowledge be eliminated by "adequate instructions "? "Adequate

jostructions" in the present study meant the application of a

CPC model of teaching and studying.

ft6Eiefor-e examining these questions, it was necessary` to recog-

nine and compepsate for several.c6ltrual distinctions between
1

the two countries. For example, there are 26 lttters in the

English alphabet, but there are 46 basic symbols in the Japanese

syllaba y. This problem was. resolved by randomly selecting 26

Japan hitagana for -Inclusion on a test of "letter knowledge."

Als_ the syliabary, unlike the alphabeti,4fas a virtually complete

+4,



ymbol-sound orresppnance--the

as the sound e.g.

is also named la)

criminate bet

kind of knowl

and otherothersuc

English alpha

A

the two

whereas

second

countr

the Am

the same
I..

the. short a sound as in American and

Despite theie differences being able to .dis-

een one.hlragana and another- requires the same
a

dge (e.g. of "straight lines," "curved lines,

concept as does recognizing letters of the

et.

cultural distinction lies jn e school terms of

ies. The Japanese school year begins in April,

rican school year begins in September.- -7here-
\

a possibility of biasing the.study by either

ge or amount of prior formal teaching at the time'

fore, there wad

chronological

of testing. T

United States

ing of school)

only tested in

began). Re

was not equiva

e thid the children in the

ere tested in Qetober (one month after the begin='
4

and again in May. The Sapanese children were

May (one month afper their kindergarten year

less of this procedure, - he time-in-schb-ol factor

ent. To explain, Japanese parents can-opt to

Vpface their children in

-During these years, the

1,-

kindergarten for one- to three-year terms.

children are exposed to curricul

which covers six areas: health, society, nature, language, music,

and arts and ctLafts.

A third cultural, factor. involves the

.CFC test b described in detail latei
=7-) '

football is a commonly available obj)ect irt:thelinited

pictures used in the

For example,

not in Japan.- There ore, the CPC testa

Co consist of similar but common

counts y-.

States but

ere modified slightly

ems or childre0 o each



im-brukawa. and .his Colleagu s (

rease readini (decOding)= skill

Differences

ound that was possible

by as much as 10(Ypercenr

st graders. They. used ''a' CPC,model of teaching and studY-

ng consis-ting off three basic eleme

asked to, learn units of information

exceed their CPC, as measured by F

(9. Second, the units,c.f inform.

pyramidal format'which-considered
_

organization of reading materials

s

First, children were-

-quantities that did not

kawa and Sunshine's test

n were organized it a

sequentialand hierarchical

dren. Third, based on the pyramida

jiligher or er4concept.or principle

the CPC level of-the chil-

strladture of knowledge,- a

heading to, tie together all lower-o

principles in quantities that did

TO illustrate- the use of-this, mode

alphabet,;children are first taugh

..combine them Intojetters,.the Lett

and the wordsar- combined into a

fox jumps over my lazy dog. L

he pyramid was used as a

r facts, concepts, and

exceed the children'd CPC.

teaching 1,--etter'S of the

:ter features and ho to

Combined into words,

ence ( "The quick brown

441ching letter features and

letters,,no more than three are to

this is the average CPC of kinderga

Subjects

The selection

at any one time since'

and first grade children.

subjects was, basg

the differenceS that may exist betwe

c

on an atte to ma. ni fy.

he- childrenit of the

untries. Therefore, the 61 Japanese

--ere

ndergarten chi

chosen from a city because their krOvledge of hiragana

reported to be higher when compared to

hic areas (10). In contrast, The 5gra

6

ladren from other ,ge

can Children were



come

socioeconomic g orted median

as $3,150 in 1q76). The AMer idndergarten children

re in fourseparate claSses: TWO classes

tes of_anParlier S01001 Year than that of the Cdr

ses (Group B) and the Japanese children.

Thee kindergarten children'in Group A were only given a

CPC test and a letter knOWledge t. Group S and Abe Japanese

Children were gtviii7fifi4itsi.crt, letter discritination

concepts,-letter kn-awledge, and number concepts and pri ciples.
_ -

A brief description of each test follows. '

(1) The cognitive processing capacity test. was referred

to in the original paper by Furukawa and Sunshine (4) as a visual

short-term memorKx testy It was Subsequently-renamed because 'of

the possibility that it is a measure of levels of processing

and because of the unsettled nature: f the dual-storage memory

aleorY. This test consisted of -25 pictures on 35 mm slides pre-

sented by timed devices. First, a set of five pictures was shown

at"thkrate bf 2 seconds each, and the child was asked to . name.

the objects seen (e.g., socks. .1amp, etc.). This practice

set to determine whether the child understood the instrtctions.

Next, a set of 1G pictures was n, and recall was tested.

This process was repeated with a secdnd suof 10 pictures;

average recall on both sets became a child's CPC score.

(2) Furukawa's letter knowledge test' was composed of -26

lower ase'letters. The Japanee version developed by Sakama

nsisted of 26 randomly selcted hiraganp. The "letters'' were

presented in groupS of three since the average CPC. of the kin-
,

dergerten-children in Unite4 States appeared to be about



letter discrimination c cepts test developed by

Fu ukawa-consisted,of 2 sets of visual .displaya. .The children
a circle from among a circle,

a square, and a triangle group of three items) . The concepts

tested were those that teachers in Japan o the United States

might normally use in describing letters.

(4) FUrukawa's number concepts and principles test con-

sisted of concepts (e.g., "more,

ciples of addition and subtraction.

"less ' and numbers) and prin-
.

Results

The results for the American children in Groups A and B and

the Japanese children are,shown in Table 1. The will .be

'Insert Table 1 about here,
.1

considered in the orderinIwhich the teats were described earlier.
dThe

.

CPC test scores showed that the American children, as-a
.

1

,whole, scored si nif cantly lower, F (1, 115) = 8.29', k .01

than the Japanese children The differences for Group B were

slightly greater at the time of entry, _to -kindergarten thail at

the time- of completion.(i..e,, October versus May).

On letter, knowledge,dthe japanese Children'tested in May

were superior to the American, children'inproup:Vtested in Octo-

ber,.f-(L 94) = 85.32, E ,.001. The 4ifferente was not signi

ficant, however, when the children were both:compared on th- May

test after the Amer can

the interval between tests by teacher using the CPC model of

children In Group B were taught during

teaching (3). A comparison was also made with the letter know-
,



ledge oof the children in Group

were in kindergarten in May of

Japanese Children were also

A compo8ed.of,childre

an earlier school year).

uperior in letter-know,1 etO
Jehe American children, in gaup A, F (1, 113 18.30, E < .001.

The :difference between o American- gr-cmin-T- favoring Group

B waaalso ignifiCant..(10. 113) :9 82;-

The letter diecrimination.Concep. s test-showed Signifi7

cant differences, F (I, 94) 3,01, R .001 in favor of the

Japanese chrldren.over-Group-B children when the latter were

tested in October-but not An May

the 'number concept0:, and princiPlestest comparisons

were all significant. t the .001 level and favored the Japanese.

children.

To. establish the degree of relationship between tests
number of correlations were calculated. First of all, it should

be noted that none of the regression analyseS were. significant

for the ests conducted in Japan. F r the kindergarteners in

Group.A, there was one significant correlation, r (29) ../.58,
J-

between the letter discrimination concepts test and leter

knowledge lest. Thdre were several significant correlation co-

efficients for the Group B children.

(1) Letter discrimination conceptsnd letter knowldd

tests for October: (27).'= .52, < .01.

(2) CPC and letter kno 1.(;dge tests for May:

.Q.

(27) =

(3) CPC and number concepts and principles tests for May:

r'(27) 41, 2 .05.

Discussion and conclusions



1

The results tended to shed some needed light on cross-

cultural'diffe ences in the incidence of reading difficulties;

The-mean scores of the CPC test all favored the Japanese chiL-

dren'. BO wever, the mean- of Group A, unlike the means of Group

did =not differ significantly:froM=those'of the Japanese

children.- As 'for the,Edvantage- of the Japanese children, the

CPC scores, as. well:as the other test scores, did not-correlate

significantly with any Of the others:. 'This. lack of a signi-
-

ficant cbrrelatiOn-indicates_ that the Japanese children were
4

all. learning.equally well-despite the CPC .and other;variationS.
- . .

When the Group :13 Children's test score were subjected to

regression analyses, the correlation- between CPC and letter

knowledge while not significant in October was significant in

May. Nevertheless, the coefficient was a low one (r .36).

This relationsh p may be. indicative of an influence.that CPC

has on learning. Furukawa (1, 2) has found ample evidence that

this is true, with higher coefficients being found when the learn-

g tasks were of greater "difficulty" (i.e., greater in number

Precisely how this effect is exerted and how it can be minated

needs further Study.

In the 'final aiial rsis, the differences between the CPC scores

of the children-in the two countries need to be interpreted very

conservatively. The reasons fOr this caveat include the small

sample, the fact that the tests differed somewhat in content and,
0

were administered different persons, -a and the finding that

differences were minute despite the effoft to magnify the differ-
.

ence_ through choice:of subjects. Finally, the letter knowledge

test,: which showed no significant difference indicates that the



any, need not be a 1-Indicap
.

=With _egard to the second question,'-f the American dhil-

Aron. are Snot taught properly, 'the.i_findings show that differ-

,endes are found in the rate at' which lettera are mastered.

The Magnitudeof sudh adiffereryce-at the initial-stage of read-

ing,dan be exacerbated as the years go.by. Ptir example, the,

Group A dhildrenWere found at the eralof first grade to be able

read ohly. 40 percent of.the vocabulary selected randomly

from their readers.in comparison to 80 percent-for a. group bf

fiist graders who-were 'taught by the CPC modal it

and in first grade (3)

The answer.to the third question on differenc in re dines

kindergarten

to learn letters, as measured by the letter discrimination con-

cepts test, is. also iffir ative t the beginning of the yea but

not at the end of May. As expected, the.correlationbetween
. ,

letter discrimination concept test scores and letter-knowledge -

test scores decreased from OctOber to May. The substantial,

correlations suggest that tie letter discrimination- test may

, merit-further consideration by reading- specialists as a- diagnos-

tic and remedial tool. Apparently,. the knowledge of such concepts

as "straight, -" "right," and "Left" -is related to the acquisition

etter knowledge.

The japanese-childien were superior the American -childrefi

-on the numbe concepts'and principles test. If the findings in

the area ot, etter knowledge can be generalized to numbers, hen

there may be a failure in teaching arithmetic in the _Unit

States,, at least at the school' where this study took place.4 0

Although the children in-Oroup 8 .did improve' during the school



year, they did dot attain .the level the Japanes

A further study should be conducted to collect, ey

viability of the. CPC model.in teaching arithme

The' the fifth.and'fina.l. question,'onlimina.

..

letter ,kndwledge differences through "adecivate _instructione ,

seems to be a positive one. The findings .appear to indicate that

the CPC nrodel df teaching may provide the of.instructidns

that can Assure American children-of'success in.regding.

A difference in letter- knowledge was found at the beginning,

of the kindergarten year' and in May for the Aftiericap children in:
4

Group A who were not taught by use of a CPC mode/.of teaching.

The_condluslon, suggested by the evldence presented herb

add. elsewhere, tends to klIPPort,Samuels" (11)'position' that the

inch ence of reading difffeuities in the United States may be

attradtable to a failure to provide "adequate instructions."
===

The data may also proffide some support, for Sakado (10)

Lion that hiragana. is easy to learp Japanese parents are

concerned, over the development of- reading by their children- and

Japanese publications for preschool chil6en-are both numerous
.

and of excellent qualitY.'-qaken in Coto, nevertheless, the

evidence seems to'suggest that "adeludte instruations, perhaps

the form of .a model of teaching, may be one way of reducing,

-readidg difficulties in the United S6tes, A closer scrutiny

erican teaching practices in arithmetic is also suggested.



Table 1. Test Means and Standard Deviations

Differences 12

Type of Test

Letter-

Type

etter Letter Number Concepts

Children Tested CPC Knowledge Discrimination and Principles

United States

. GroUp A (May) 3.77*

.75**

.22.12

5.64

Group.B (Oct) 3.21 16.11 14.03 14.43

.76 7.69 3.01 3.33

Group B (May) 3.41 24.59. 17 61 1/,21

.85 2.90 2.25 2,54

Japan (May) 4.16 25':49 18.40 19.11

1 23 1.56 1 6/ 1

*mean score
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